Chromatin boundaries regulate gene expression by modulating enhancer-promoter interactions and insulating transcriptional influences from organized chromatin. However, mechanistic distinctions between these two aspects of boundary function are not well understood. Here we show that SF1, a chromatin boundary located in the Drosophila Antennapedia complex (ANT-C), can insulate the transgenic miniwhite reporter from both enhancing and silencing effects of surrounding genome, a phenomenon known as chromosomal position effect or CPE. We found that the CPE-blocking activity associates with different SF1 sub-regions from a previously characterized insulator that blocks enhancers in transgenic embryos, and is independent of GAF-binding sites essential for the embryonic insulator activity. We further provide evidence that the CPE-blocking activity cannot be attributed to an enhancer-blocking activity in the developing eye. Our results suggest that SF1 contains multiple non-overlapping activities that block diverse transcriptional influences from embryonic or adult enhancers, and from positive and negative chromatin structure. Such diverse insulating capabilities are consistent with the proposed roles of SF1 to functionally separate fushi tarazu (ftz), a non-Hox gene, from the enhancers and the organized chromatin of the neighboring Hox genes.
INTRODUCTION
Chromatin organization has long been known to affect gene activity [for reviews see (1) (2) (3) (4) ]. Expression of integrated transgenes is also influenced by chromatin organization of the surrounding genome. For example, Drosophila carrying the transgene miniwhite marker display a wide variety of eye colors depending on the transgene insertion site, a phenomenon referred to as chromosomal position effect (CPE) (5, 6) . In vertebrates, integrated transgenes are often progressively silenced by the neighboring chromatin in an insertion-site-dependent fashion (7, 8) . Chromatin boundaries are specialized DNAs located between genomic domains of distinct chromatin structure and function. They can block communication between gene promoter and regulatory enhancers, and protect integrated reporter genes from positive or negative effects of the surrounding chromatin (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) [see (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) for reviews]. Indeed, some of the best-characterized boundary elements were initially identified by their ability to protect reporter transgenes. For example, the Drosophila scs and scs 0 elements were shown to protect miniwhite against CPE, resulting in more consistent and lighter eye colors (11) . The vertebrate b-globin cHS4 boundary can also protect reporter genes from the silencing effect of the genome (10) .
Recent studies indicated that the activity that impedes the spread of silent chromatin within the b-globin boundary, called a barrier, depends on different cis-and transfactors from the activity that block enhancers. The barrier recruits histone-modification enzymes to establish centers of active chromatin (12, 29) . These results indicate that the two aspects of boundary function are mediated by distinct mechanisms (13, 30) . Related mechanisms have also been proposed for certain boundaries in the yeast telomeres or silent mating loci (15, (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) . Although parallels have been drawn between the fly CPE-blocking activity and vertebrate barriers, separation of CPE-blocking and enhancer-blocking activities has not been reported in Drosophila. In particular, the Drosophila Gypsy suHw boundary appears to support both of its enhancerblocking and CPE-blocking activities through the same DNA sequence and the same zinc finger protein SUHW (37) . These observations are inconsistent with a common mechanism underlying all 'position effects' in different organisms, and consequently, a common mechanism for all 'barrier-like' activities.
To address these questions we have probed the CPEblocking activity associated with SF1, a 2.4-kb boundary element located in the intergenic region between the nonHox gene ftz and the homeotic gene Sex comb reduced (Scr) in the Drosophila ANT-C homeotic complex. We have previously shown that SF1 contains a potent embryonic enhancer-blocking activity (38) . In this study, we report that SF1 can protect the miniwhite reporter from the influences of organized chromatin surrounding the transgene insertion site. We show that the DNA regions within SF1 that support CPE block is different from the element that mediates enhancer block; and that GAF sites, critical for the latter, is dispensable for the former. Importantly, we provide evidence that the CPE-blocking activity cannot be attributed to a potential enhancer-blocking activity in the developing eye. Our findings suggest that the Drosophila SF1 boundary contains multiple non-overlapping activities that block enhancers or chromatin-mediated effects. These functional properties of SF1 may be important for the insulation of the nonhomeotic ftz gene from neighboring enhancers and repressive chromatin associated with homeotic genes. Our results also suggest the diverse mechanisms may underlie 'chromosomal position effect', as well as the activities that impede them.
METHODS

Construction of CPE-blocking transgenes
The full-length SF1 and its sub-fragments SF1a-SF1c were generated by PCR using primers containing Not I site and cloned into pCRII/TOPO vector (Invitrogen). The resulting constructs were digested with Not I or Nsi I and the DNA inserts were gel extracted, purified and ligated into the respective sites flanking the miniwhite reporter in the pCaSpeR transformation vector. Sitedirected mutagenesis of the two GAF sites in SF1c was performed using the single-stranded DNA method as described previously (38) . The base substitution in the GAF sites was done using the following oligonucleotides: 5 0 ACAATGAACAGGATCCTGATGAATTA 3 0 and 5 0 GTTGTGATGCAGATCTGCTTACTTAG 3 0 .
Construction of enhancer-blocking transgenes
The G5 enhancers (provided by Jumin Zhou) were digested with Bam HI, purified, and ligated into the unique Bam HI site of the CaSpeR vector, resulting in the CA-G5 plasmids. SF1 or suHw insulators were inserted into the unique Not I site (converted from the original Eco RI site) in the CA-G5 plasmids. Details of the embryonic enhancer-blocking assay in Figure 2 are described previously (38) .
P-element-mediated germline transformation P-element mediated transformation was carried out as described previously (43, 44) (Rainbow Transgenic Inc, California). The y 1 w 67c23 and w 1118 Drosophila strains were used to generate transgenic lines. Eighteen or more independent lines were generated for all CPE-blocking tests. Five or more independent transgenic lines were obtained and characterized for each enhancer-blocking construct.
Eye color assessment and pigment measurement
The eye color of 5-7 days old heterozygous females was assigned and color level by visual assessment according to a 12-point scale of progressively darker color shown in Figure 1A , under 10Â objective and intermediate illumination with NCL150 cold light source. Eye pigment was extracted from 20 7-day old flies of indicated eye color as described previously (45): flies were homogenized in 100 ml AEA buffer (30% EtOH, 0.1% concentrated HCl) and brought to 1 ml by adding 900 ml AEA. The samples were then vortexed for 30 min and spun for 10 min in a microcentrifuge. Twenty microliters of 0.5% hydrogen peroxide was added to the supernatant to oxidize the extracted pigment. The samples were mixed, spun and measured for absorbance at OD 480 using Genova Life Analyzer spectrophotometer. Each OD 480 reading was repeated three times and the mean value was used to generate the chart in Figure 1B .
Statistical analysis
The P value in Figure 2A is calculated by Chi-square test using an on-line calculator from QuickCalcs (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA), where number of lines in each eye color category was compared to that of the control (CA). Using color distribution expected from CA transgenic lines, the probability (P) of observing eye color distribution as seen in CA-SF1 lines is <0.0001 ( 2 = 16.767 with 1 degree of freedom). Similar calculation was done for CA-SF1a (P < 0.0630); CA-SF1b (P < 0.9307); and CA-SF1c (P < 0.0190). For eye enhancer-blocking assays in Figure 4 with no insulator, suHw or SF1, eye color of transgenic lines was scored according to the color standard in Figure 1A . Data compilation and statistical analyses, except otherwise indicated, were done using the Microsoft excel software.
RESULTS
SF1 contains a CPE-blocking activity
Transgenic flies carrying the miniwhite reporter exhibit wide range of eye colors depending on the site of transgene insertion ( Figure 1A ). Such variation, known as CPE, is attributed to the influences of the surrounding chromatin on an otherwise weak miniwhite promoter (5, 6, 46) . Since the effect of CPE on miniwhite expression has been evaluated by visual assessment of eye color in previous studies, we categorized the eye color of transgenic flies carrying miniwhite into 12 intensity levels, and use them to evaluate the CPE-blocking results reported below ( Figure 1A ). However, we also defined the eye color standard by measuring the absorbance (OD 480 ) of the eye pigment extracted from these flies ( Figure 1B , see 'Methods' section). Our measurements indicate that the CPE-caused variation in the miniwhite expression, as measured by OD 480 , can range up to 70-fold, and much of it is above the sensitive range of the human eye.
To test the ability of SF1 to protect miniwhite from CPE, transgenic flies carrying the miniwhite reporter with or without the protection of flanking SF1 were assigned an eye color intensity level according to the color standard ( Figure 1C ). We found that fly lines carrying unprotected miniwhite in the pCaSpeR vector (CA) exhibit a wide range of eye colors with a comparable number of lines in each color category from 2.5 to 5.5 ( Figure 1C and D) . This is indicative of a strong CPE. In contrast, fly lines carrying miniwhite protected by the full-length SF1 (brown ovals, CA-SF1) display predominantly yellow to light orange eye colors ( Figure 1C and D). Among 46 CA-SF1 lines, 78% exhibited eye colors between 3.0 and 3.5 (compared to 27% among unprotected CA lines) with few lines exhibiting extremely light or dark colors. In addition to decreasing eye color variation, shown by lower standard deviation (SD, Figure 1D ), flanking SF1 also appeared to reduce the average eye color (MEAN, Figure 1D ). Both such effects have been previously reported for the scs and suHw insulators and have been attributed to the insulation of primarily positive influences of the surrounding chromatin (11, 37) . The average eye color in SF1 protected lines appears to be lighter than those in suHw and scs protected lines. This could be due to the slight variances in the assay parameters, such as the color standard, the inclusion of a yellow marker in the P-element in the previous studies, or to potential repressive effects of SF1 (37) . Taken together, our results indicate that SF1 contains a potent CPE-blocking activity.
Molecular dissection of the SF1 CPE-blocking activity
To identify and characterize the CPE-blocking activity within SF1, we dissected the 2.4-kb full-length boundary into three fragments of comparable sizes (SF1a, SF1b and SF1c, Figure 2A ), and tested them individually for CPEblocking activity. For each SF1 sub-fragment, a large number of independent lines were scored for eye colors (N, Figure 2A and B). Compared to the no insulator controls (No ins, CA in Figure 1C and D), SF1a-and SF1c-containing flies showed more lines with yellow and light-orange eyes, and/or fewer lines with dark-red eyes ( Figure 2B ). This is indicative of CPE-blocking activity associated with these two elements, although both appeared significantly weaker than that of the full-length SF1. In contrast, the eye color variation among SF1b lines was similar to those of the CaSpeR control ( Figure 2B ). Statistical analysis of sample groups indicates that SF1, SF1a and SF1c, but not SF1b, showed significant difference in the eye color distribution from the CaSpeR control (see P-value in Figure 2A) .
The lack of CPE-blocking activity in the SF1b region is somewhat unexpected because this element was previously found to exhibit about 80% of the enhancer-blocking activity of full-length SF1 in a transgenic embryo enhancer-blocking assay [for comparison see blue bars in Figure 2B (38) little insulator activity in the enhancer-blocking assay. This result suggests that the SF1 boundary may contain two potent and non-overlapping activities: one that blocks embryonic enhancers and the other insulates against positive and negative CPE in the developing eye.
CPE-blocking activity is independent of GAF sites and TATA-like motifs
To further analyze the distinctions between the enhancerand CPE-blocking activities within SF1, we tested whether they require different sequence motifs, including binding sites for insulator protein GAF, a BTB/zinc finger protein.
Our previous study showed that mutations in GAF binding sites in the SF1b element abolished its enhancerblocking activity ( Figure 3A , right panel) (38, 47) . To test whether GAF sites are also required for the CPE-blocking activity, we replaced the two GAF sites in SF1c with unrelated sequences. As shown in Figure 3A , mutations in the GAF sites in SF1c (SF1cGAKO) did not compromise the CPE-blocking activity. In fact, the proportion of SF1cGAKO lines with medium to light eye colors is slightly higher. This could be due to the loss of binding by GAF, which is also known to mediate transcription activation. Our results suggest that the CPE-blocking activity in SF1c and the insulator activity in SF1b depend on distinct cis-and trans-components ( Figure 3A) .
In addition to GAF sites, SF1c also contains multiple TATA-like motifs in its central region (green circles, Figure 3B ). Similar AT-rich motifs and other promoterlike sequences are found in several other boundary elements, prompting the hypothesis that these cis-elements could serve as a sink of regulatory influences (48) . To further define the cis-requirement of CPE-blocking activity in SF1c and to test whether TATA-motifs contribute to the CPE-blocking activity, we dissected the SF1c region further into three sub-fragments and tested each in three tandem copies in miniwhite-protection assay ( Figure 3B ). Our results indicate that the central region of SF1c (3c2) does not contain higher level of CPE-blocking activity than the neighboring regions, suggesting that GAF and TATA-like motifs do not contribute significantly to the CPE-blocking function of SF1c.
The CPE-blocking activity is distinct from a late eye enhancer-blocking activity in SF1
The Drosophila CPE has often been compared to the vertebrate position effect, which is the gradual silencing of integrated reporters by the genome or chromatin surrounding the transgene. However, key differences exist between the two phenomena. First, the Drosophila CPE appears to be both negative and positive in nature, as shown by the decrease of both extreme light and extreme dark eye colors in boundary-protected transgenic lines. Second, the Drosophila CPE is more dramatically manifested in the behavior of the miniwhite reporter, which is also used in most boundary protection studies (11, 37) . Other features, including a lack of time-dependence in the Drosophila CPE, also suggest mechanistic differences between the two effects. An alternative explanation for the Drosophila CPE suggests the action of eye-specific enhancers or silencers around transgene insertion sites. If this were true, the two non-overlapping activities in SF1 would represent two enhancer-blocking activities, one that functions in the embryo and the other in the developing eye.
To distinguish between these two mechanisms, we tested SF1 for its ability to block enhancers in the same tissue and developmental stage as in the CPE-blocking assay. We used the eye-specific glass multiple repeat (G5) and the miniwhite reporter to perform the blocking tests ( Figure 4) (49, 50) . As controls, we also made G5-miniwhite transgene with no insulator, or with the suHw insulator, which has been shown to contain enhancer-blocking activity in the adult eye. We found that the G5 enhancer without intervening insulator can strongly activate miniwhite expression in majority of transgenic lines, resulting an average eye color of 5.43, which corresponds to OD 480 level of 53 (Figure 4, no  insulator) . The 340-bp suHw placed between G5 and miniwhite strongly reduced the average eye color and shifted the peak of eye color distribution to the lighter range, with an average eye color of 3.55 and OD 480 level of 4 ( Figure 4 , suHw insulator). The 93% reduction in the OD 480 level is consistent with the enhancer-blocking activity of suHw in the eye tissue. However, the 2.4-kb SF1 only weakly reduced average eye color, with an average eye color of 4.81 and OD 480 level of 30 ( Figure 4 , SF1 insulator). This result suggests the SF1 contains much weaker or little enhancer-blocking activity in the adult eye, especially considering the 2.4-kb linear distance that separates the G5 enhancer from miniwhite due to the insertion of SF1. This is in strong contrast to the strong CPE-blocking activity SF1 exhibited in the same tissue. It is also in strong contrast to its potent activity in blocking diverse embryonic enhancers ( Figure 2B ) (38) . Taken together, our results do not support the hypothesis that an eye-specific enhancer-blocking activity is responsible for the CPE-blocking behavior of SF1. Our results also indicate that the ability of SF1 to block enhancers in the eye is weak, suggesting that the boundary element may be regulated in a stage-specific and/or tissue-specific fashion.
DISCUSSION
In this study we have characterized the CPE-blocking activity associated with the Drosophila SF1 boundary. Our results suggest that SF1 contains at least two nonoverlapping boundary activities, a strong embryonic enhancer-blocking activity associated with SF1b element, and strong CPE-blocking activities associated with SF1a and SF1c elements. Mutagenesis and dissection studies indicate that the CPE-blocking activity depends on different cis and trans components from the embryonic enhancer-blocking activity. We further showed that the CPE-blocking activity is unlikely to be attributed to a late stage enhancer-blocking activity in the developing eye.
Drosophila CPE, manifested predominantly by the enhancement or suppression of miniwhite, was thought to result from the active or repressive chromatin around the transgene insertion sites.
CPE-blocking activity, therefore, has been compared to the vertebrate barrier activity and long used as a defining feature for chromatin boundaries in Drosophila (11, 48) . However, the ability of Drosophila boundaries to block both positive and negative CPE argues against a shared mechanism between these elements and the vertebrate barriers such as the b-globin barrier, which counter the progression of silent chromatin by establishing centers of active chromatin (13, 29) .
An alternative explanation for the Drosophila CPE invokes the action of enhancers or silencers near the integrated transgenes. This model is consistent with the ability of boundaries to block both positive and negative effects. It also accommodates the fact that for some Drosophila boundaries the CPE-blocking activity depends on the same cis-and trans-components as the enhancer-blocking activity (14, 37, 39, 40, 51) . However, this hypothesis would predict widespread presence of eye-specific enhancers Table: rows from top to bottom, number of lines in each eye color category for G5-miniwhite transgene containing no insert, 2.4-kb SF1 or 340-bp suHw insulators, respectively. and silencers in the genome to account for the prevalence of the CPE effect.
Our analysis of the SF1 boundary provides the first evidence that the CPE-blocking activity can be separated from the enhancer-blocking activity, suggesting that these two insulating functions may be mediated through distinct mechanisms in Drosophila. It is possible that the CPE-blocking activities in Drosophila form structures that are transcriptionally 'neutral', and able to insulate the weak miniwhite promoter from the effect of local chromatin. It is unclear, however, whether such local chromatin effect can compare, in range or strength, to that of constitutive heterochromatin, or whether such effect influences Drosophila gene promoters in general. A previous study showed that human MAR sequence could facilitate CPE blocking either arranged to flank the reporter or placed upstream in tandem copies (41) . This is distinct from the CPE-blocking behavior of Drosophila boundaries such as suHw and scs, further demonstrating the diverse mechanisms that could influence the regulation of the miniwhite reporter.
The SF1 boundary is located in the Scr-ftz genomic interval in the Drosophila ANT-C, which differs from other Hox clusters in that it contains both homeotic and non-homeotic genes. Proper regulation of these genes requires modulation of enhancer traffic as well as insulation of chromatin-mediated effects. The SF1 compound boundary fulfills both requirements: the SF1b element can restrict long-range enhancers from interfering with the ftz and Scr promoter (38) ; and the SF1a and SF1c elements may protect the non-Hox ftz gene from chromatin-mediated regulation, such as the PRE/TRE maintenance of the neighboring Hox genes. Separation and selective association of different types of boundary activities could determine the regulatory role of compound boundaries and provide flexibility in their function.
